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Conventionals - Harvest continues. We are well into the
late season planting and yields are looking great. We did
have some rain last week that is effecting fields where the
fruit is the most mature. Growers are doing their best to
mitigate potential loss from this rain event by harvesting
fields as soon as possible and putting more sorters on the
harvesters.
San Marzano Style – Harvest completed Friday , August
20th.Although our quality of plum tomatoes was quite
good and yield per tons delivered was exceptional, our
crop came in at 55% of desired. Products that use this tomato will be limited on availability due to this
unforeseen outcome.
Organics – Harvest and production completed at the Woodland canning facility at 6am on Monday, June
26th. In review, our organic tomato crop picked out at 70% of expectations with a disappointing yield that
affected our peeling percentage and total cases produced this summer.
Conventionals – Harvest was completed on Friday, September 10th.
This year’s crop was hampered by unusually hot spring temperatures,
an ongoing California drought, and lack of deep soil moisture which
Organics – Harvest completed on affected fruit sizing. As harvest unfolded, our expectations of 150,000
Monday, September 6th.
tons turned out to be 13% short and will affect our overall supply of
finished canned goods this next year. As always, we will do our best to
help our valued customers stay in stock through to new pack, but with
this tightened supply our carryover has been effectively eliminated.
We will ask for patience and understanding as we approach June 2022
when supply for valued customers will likely become hand to mouth
and precarious for reaching new pack, which should commence on or
around July 10, 2022.

Our Growers | SHINDI THIARA
In 1964, Shindi Thaiara’s father and two uncles bought their first 20 acre
peach ranch on Sawtelle Avenue in Yuba City after working in labor camps
for 4 years. Growing up with his whole family in farming, Shindi was influenced to participate in the family business. Once the ranch had expanded to
Tulare & Merced Shindi continued to help his family’s ranch grow -expanding to various counties including: Sutter, Yuba, Colusa, Glenn, Butte, Merced
Tulare, and Solano.
Visit our website for their full story and more ..

www.pacificcoastproducers.com | sales@pcoastp.com

Join Our Email Newsletter:
Want to hear the latest on not just Crop Reports but all things Pacific Coast Producers?
Stay up-to-date on all things canned including latest news, recipes, articles, and more! Click the
button below to sign up today and be apart of our email newsletter community Under the Lid.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

Harvest has completed in the River and Linden
Districts. Mendocino and Lake District growers are
wrapping up harvest this week.

Harvest is nearly complete. Harvest completed Friday, August Harvest was completed July 7th.
Fruit quality was clean throughout
Last day is expected to be this 20th.
harvest. Sizing issues were apparent
Wednesday, September 22nd.
but growers helped to sort out small
fruit. Based on trends next season
will be a smaller crop however
growers will do what they can to
mitigate if possible.
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Imports
[THAILAND]
[INDONESIA]

[THAILAND]
Harvest was late but overall quality is good and ample.
Plants continue to face impacts from COVID as they
struggled with labor. We continue to face increased
costs due to labor and raw material cost increases.

COVID continues to hinder the workforce as labor
typically comes into these countries from other
Southeast Asian countries. Because of this, plants
are operating at 65% capacity and are not running as
efficient. Crop looks ample & positive for this summer’s
pack as well as the winter crop.

[GREECE]
[CHINA]

[KOREA]

This year’s crop was good. Overall size was slightly Peaches in Greece were effected by a large frost event
smaller than average. We continue to face increased that occurred during bloom this spring. This has effected
the overall volume for this harvest. Pricing is still not
costs due to supply chain and COVID regulations.
determined. Chinese peaches suffered fruit loss as well
due to weather. Fruit cost has gone up over 20%.

Overseas Freight Update

The effects of the global pandemic continue to reverberate through many aspects of our world,
and we have all experienced drastic changes in our lives over the past year and a half. We are
writing to you today to address a specific effect we are encountering - volatility and uncertainty
in ocean freight.
Ocean freight costs are escalating at rates not seen before. Costs have tripled in the past four
months and are subject to change with very little notice.
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